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.&._b.ktract with T1BaCaCuO bulk materials and annealed in flowing 02 at 870
°C for 6 rain, then slowly cooled at a rate of 10 °C/min. X-ray

The absence of a Lorentz force dependence on dissipation in diffraction analysis indicated a high degree of orientation of the 2212
the highly anisotropic high-temperature superconductor, phase with its c-axis perpendicular to the substrate, with the full-
'Tl2Ba2CaCu2Ox, has been measured over a wide range of current width at half maximum (FWHM) of the rocking curve for
densities in broadened resistive transitions, current-voltage
characteristics, magnetoresistances, and critical current densities, Jc. TI2Ba2CaCu2Ox films consistently being <0.70 for the (0O.LQ.)peak.
The magnetoresistances are very useful to find out the correct Resistance, Jc and I(V) measurements were performed in a 4He gas.
temperature and field dependences of the activation energy..As an flow cryostat equipped with 13.5-T :mperconducting solenoid.
alternative to flux motion, we consider a Josephson-coupling model
which is consistent with the broadened resistive transitions and the
lack of Lorentz-force dependence. We found that the Josephson- Resistive transitions artdMagnctoresi_tlvi._.
coupling model agrees with the temperature dependences of the
activation energy and Jc and is better matched to the weak field
dependence of Jc than the flux creep model. Possible origins of
Josephson junctio, s in high-quality films and single crystals are The resistive transitions, p(T,H), for Tl2Ba2CaCu2Ox fihns
discussed, for field perpendicular to the c-axi.q display just minor differences

lntroductioq between the data for HIII and H_LIcompared to the overall effect as
shown in Fig. 1. The resistivity for H.LI is higher for ali field

Recent studies of the broadened resistive transitions of high- values, but the difference in resistivity betv_een two orientations
temperature superconductors (HTS) in a magnelic field, H, have decreases v,'ith 'the field strength as It -0-5,which is unlikely to be the
shown 1-3essentially no macroscopic Lorentz force dependence in case of a flux-motion induced dissipation. As an alternative to flux
the highly anisotropic HTS, Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox, Tl2Ba2CaCu2Ox and motion, the Josephson coupling model can give a natural
recently 2 in YBa2Cu4Oe. Since the Lorentz force is essential to explanation of the lack of any Lorentz-force dependence and is
understand such dissipations in terms of magnetic flux motion, these consistent with the broadened resistive transitions. In order to shed
results questioned the role of the Lorentz force in this loss further light on this issue, the resistivities for Hlla for the
mechanism. We have measured the broadened resistive transitions, Tl2Ba2CaCu2Ox ft!ms were fit to:
magnetoresistance, current-voltage characteristics, I(V), and critical

current densities, Jc, in high,y-oriented films of "I'12Ba2CaCu;aOxfor (U(T,H))_ (-_-'' "-_"' -t__),both orientations of the field with respect to the transport current for p(T,H)=po exp -.---=_----- =Po exp (1)
field parallel to the Cut plane (Hlla). These measurements span the
temperature range from 4.2 K to 100 K in fields up to 10 3', and no
significant a'ependence on the macroscopic Lorentz force is ever
found.

As an alternative to flux motion, we consider a Josephson 4 _-"'-'--r_-r-"-_--'-'-r-"_-"-"-T-"-_'-"-- i
coupling model for dissipation which has satisfactorily explained 1 0" "'"_' : ' H il a
similar resuhs in granular NbN fihns 4. This model gives a natural
explanation of the lack of any Lorentz-force dependence and is
consistent with the broadened resistive transitions. A detailed

models to T12Ba2CaCu2Ox shows that the Josephson-coupling

model is consistent with the ternperature dependences of Jc and the
activation energy, U, and is better matched to the weak field
dependence of Jc. Although the flux creep model fits the

and field dependence of Jc than is found. Possible origins of 025 T • 2 T _.,
Josephson junctions irt high-quality, films and single crystal,, are " _ '_ , .. _;.....

1discussed. _.. .... .,. , :...,.
'_ _ ",,'_ ..,, , '.\ ::
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Spuuert.d Iilm.,;of TI2Ba2CaCu20.,_ ',,,'{'.reprepared in a three- 1000lT (K" 1)gun dc magnetron sputtenr_g system. Three targets of TI, Cu, and a
1"1 Ba/Ca mixture are simultar]eously sputtered in 20 rn Torr of Ar

aad 4x 10.5 Torr of 02. The films ,,,,'credeposited onto (l(X)) single- Fig. 1. Resistive transitions for Hill and H_LIfor field parallel to the

crvslalline substrates of blg(-), v,,hich ,.verc kept at 210 °C duril:g Cut plane. Solid curve shows a one-pa'ameter fit to Eq I for It_LI
deposition. The films were ,,,,Tappedin gold foil togetJ_er

The parameters used are Po = 1.2x10"5 f2crn, Tc0 = 104.2 K and

Marmscript received SepternLx:r 24, 1990 q=2.
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'"' ' .......1 '"_--"1 ''r''F -_''' _ """"1'' '"-i lnthrca,scofltltc, the resistive tI:ul._;itionsshown in }:il:'.3

4 are quite different fronl the case of ttlla. A structure is clc,trly

.... " "" '"' .... ',. ,...., 9S energy is no longer a simple forln of 13t as for Hlla. Ali p(H)"'...%

E "' . . , curves dist)lay downward curvatures below p(H) - 5x10"6 .Qcm.

"" i value is closely related to a shar]xzr drop found in the resistive tails.
'1 0" 7 Indeed in a til of tlle resistive tails to Eq 1, a larger value of q was

"" ' 9s K needed to fit the sharper drop of the p(T) below about 10"7f2cm.
• This sharper drop could result from a change in the dissipation. To

• I:Z '_" ,_83K '88.1K "".. , address this possibility, a fit of the tails was performed excluding

' u,ow ro o, s1 0" 9 ..j._._._...L..... I , _ _L.LL_LJ.-J t)l.5/H 0.71 are shown as the solid curves in Fig. 3. The U ~ H"0'71
0 "1 2 :3 4 5 6 ' dependence agrees with the upward curvatures found in Fig. 4. The

1 / go H (T" 1 ) qualitative difference of the resistive tails and

Fig. 2. Magnetoresistivities below Tc0 for Hlla.
'" I r'T-_ I'"' 1_'"1-T'r'_

•t 0"4 H II c -_
where the activation energy U(T,H) is assurned to have the form -_

Uo(H)(1-t)q, and t = T/Tc0(H). Ali fitting of the resistive transitions _ _"_ H : ---
are done over three orders-of-magnitude in fixed ranges of 9 _'_ 10 X
between 10 .9 to 10.5 f2cm as a compromise between the double ,...- 1 0" s

transitions and noise, l=o i _1_,__.i. _ __,_, 2>,._5__ _

We selected q=2, Tc0(H)=I04.2 K, Po = 1.2x10"5 g_cm and _,
found the excellent agreement with experiments shown in Fig. 1 _ s
The only free parameter is given by: ' 1 0"

Uo(.)=6  oo ° \ ".\.. -'5,'.".'a.." .:
A detailed description of the fitting procedure will be published 1 0"1 0 ["_ __ _1/_ • :': ]x, .j "_'1_1"¢t .L.L"]_ t '_l I _ _
elsewhere. 5 8 1 3 1 8 2 3 2 8 3 3 3 8

Given a number of tree parameters, there are many degrees 1000lT (K" 1)of freedom to fit the resistive tails. Therefore, an independent
measurement is needed to check whether the results of the fit are the
correct description of the experirnents, not due to an arbitrary Fig. 3. Resistive transitions for HIIc. The parameters used are q=l.5
selection of free parameters. Magnetoresistivities, which is another 'I'c0(0) = i04.2 K and l.todHcffdT = 2T/K.
way of viewing the resistive tails, can be used for this purpose.

The magnetoresistivities, p(H), below Tc0 were measured
up to 9T to further unders:and the functional form " U. The log of

p(tt) is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of 1/g0H, (the unit area of 1 0" 3 F-'-T- , i ' ' ' i -_ , ' i ' , '-'T-'--"-_-_

dependence of U on I/It over the whole ranges of T and H where H li c
ttle fits of Eq 1 were performed in resistive transitions. Such linear
dependence of U on I/H is consistent with the result of the above ,',...

fit, i.e., Eq 2. Moreover we found that the slopes of the log of p(H) _ 1 0" s ......

vs 1/tl in Fig. 2 in turn were well described by the temt.,erature _ "'.. 95.7K

dependence of (l't)2' _!_t/\ \......"N.,.....,..,.\ • . ' ' '

The resistive tails were also measured as a function of
ctlrrent in films of']'12Ba2CaCu2Ox. At higher current densities, the
tails are stretched out to the lower temperatures, but the minor 1 0" 7 93.2K

i \
differences between H_LIand Hill remain unchanged. "IIlese results i \ ". ' '
at higher cuzrent densities clearly demcnstrate that the lack of a 77.8K _.86.4K '.. .

macroscopic Lorentz force dependence does not depend on J. _;_61.7K .'. " " " ' .
1 0" 9 L_.JL_._,_.t____.L_____,_.J__,__,__._

0 4 8 12 16 20

1 / I.toH ('1""1 )

Fig. 4. Magnetoresistivities below Tc0 for HIIc.
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in:_ulwtorcsis!i'dlic'._fit,zn I)_(,<'ft>)I Il!a probal)lv indicates that rflc 5.5 [............... i .......... i i i i..... . ......._i
ii • I "mcc) :ml_nl of dissipation could t_ dilfcrcnt in Ihi_ oricnI_ti(,,l. [ H [[ a 1 7 /_
Since thi._tmpcr i:.-;mo.<.,tlvc:<mc.'crltr;ltcd(,n tl_el_.<:>xt,ntz.ft)Ice L.. 0 2 T /_ / ./.7.,,

.... '. / ._/W" i
depcndenccfor fill& lhe'd;lla fu) ]iii," ,,,,.'iiin,.)[bc discussc.'dariy d-" _. "/ / / / / -i-" / /s// ,

further. _ 5 I- "/ t"ftl_/" "/"/i/_i"/ / '-_1,/'/ 10 T 't

l- // ./" / /,/ii -4
I:or l-tlla, the I(V) near rh<'resistive tail region display only o t- /" "" /" t" 5 T }

rMnor differences bet',voc:, tt.]_l alld Hill for ali t.I and T iixticating _ 4,5 l- )'I ,/" _/ -- J

show a characteristically differerlt shape exhibiting negative k 0.5 T .J
curvature. This negative curvature allows a natural defiMtion of lc t-
without requiring an ambiguous voltage criterion. However, a 4 t_.... _ f ._._._.a t.___x___t_:_l
voltage criterion for determiMng the Jc(H,T) is more convenient, 0.2 0.5 1
and the customary 1 btV/crn was used to define lc. For Hlta, these

data are shown in Fig. 5, superimpose.d for both orientations of H 1 -T/Tc0with respect to current: there is no evidence for a macroscopic
Lorentz-force dependence frorn ,4.2K to 93 K in fields up to 10 T.

Since the Jc(H,T) shown in Fig. 5 are determined from a Fig. 6. The temperatttre dependence of lc at the various indicated
voltage criterion, a value is always measured whether the I(V) field values.
exhibits negative curvature or just represents a continuous spreading
of the resistive transition. Thus, we display tlm onset of negative
curvature of I(V) iri Fig. 5 with the solid line, and point out that it
corresponds closely to the rapid decreases of Jc with field, found at o._a..Lfison with Josephson Couplin_g and_Flux Creep Mod.el
the higher temperatures.

Ali the transport measurements reported in this paper, p,
I(V) and lc, as a function of temperature and }-Ilia,show little or no

1 0 6 ..__,__.... r-.... ,----'--"-'-""-",-r_-'---'--_-'-_-,-q _-'-- dependence on the macroscopic Lorentz force. Even if the small
differences shown in Fig. 1 are real, the broadened resistive

r3 m 4.2K transitions, magnetoresistivities, I(V) mad Jc for Hill are so simih'u- to
til Q

s _ t_ H_LIthat the Lorentz force is at most a perturbation. Such absencet_

1 0 u urn ta 0n/26K of the Lorentz force in ali the measurements favors another
(2

_ " f" t_ mechanism than flux flow for the dissipation in T12Ba2CaCu2Ox

_=/..---_""¢--'_ -I films. We consider a Josephson-coupling inodel which is COIlSiStclltu e 50K
I:::: 0 4 u I a .J with the broadened resistive transitions and die lack of Lorent:,-forceo 1 / o

(a......._.ff..- ta dependence on ali properties reported in this paper. At flus point, it
"..-..- _ a ,,7 is valuable to perform a detailed comparison of fl_eexperirnents wiih
o o the Josephson-coupling ,and flux creep models.

1 0:3 a 63K In classical Josephson junctions, U is proportional t:.Jlhc

H 11a [] ta Josephson ciitical cmTent, Ic, in zero field. 6 In firiite fieki using
93K 85K 77K Abrikosov solution for the vortex lattice, U near Tc0 is given as

10 2 ...,__._.,__,,L______._.._,._.<.._._.._.._____..,,__ U ~ (1-B/I..toHc2) (l-t)q, where lc ~ (1-t)q. For Tl2Ba2CaCu2Ox, the
0.1 1 1 0 U(H,T)_(1.t)2/Hl.09 was obtairied from the fit of p(T,H) sllov.'n iri

Fig. 1, and Jc(H,T)- (l-t) 2/H 0.24was obtained using only vaiues
go H (T) for which the I(V) exhibit negative curvature (above the solid line in

Fig. 6). This T dependence is consistent with SIS junctions in

Fig. 5 The critical cunent densities, lc, for H_LI(open squares) which the boundary conditions of Deutscher and Mifiler 7 are
• applied to the order parameter at the insulator boundary or the

and Hill (solid triangles) versus magnetic field at the temperatures superconductor-nonrml-superconductor (SNS) proximity jui:ctionsindicated for Hlla. These clearly indicate no macroscopic borentz-
force dependence of Jt. The I(V) for data alx)ve the solid line show in which U - (1-02 exp(-at) with a material dependept constant cs.8
negative curvature. The flux creep model of Tinkham 9 predicts U(T,tt) ~

IXoHc2Va, where the superconducting condensation energy is

Figure 6 shows the temperature deperldence of J,-:using only multiplied by the volume triggering the flux jurnp, V a - _¢l)o/B.
values for v,'hich the I(V) exhibit negative curvature, and the best fits Hence, (l-t)l.5/B. However, for the very weak coupling between
are for q-2 The dependence of lc(t-l, '1")can be parameterized as: CuO2 planes in TI2Ba2CaCu2Ox, it is more appropriate to use a

tenlperature-independent length of the order of tile CtlO2 planar

300000 A/crn 2 T )2 spacing in piace of _ as the lenglh along tile c-axis of tile region
Jt(li,T) = (i.10t.1}0,24 (1 - -ri_cO , (3)• biggering the flux juri-p, and then U(T,H) - (1-t)2/B corisistent with

the experiment for Hlla. This mr>del9,10 also derives Jc--U/I3VdI.,
for which we forced the expoi,,_'ritto bc 2 and "EcO= I(14.2 K. whe,e Vd is tile volume of the minimum region uiggering an

activated event and L is the typical distance mow:d. Tile
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,',:+t<.'rpretatioj+of_cm_Itstm Yt._a2Ct_3()7 films 10 led to an evaluaticm whichisconsistent with the bruadcned resistive transition+_ aral the
oi \+'datJd 1..+leading t_+J,,:-+(1-t) U, tt+t'n J_:-(1-t)3/B. Thi.,+;is ch::uly lack of I+orentz-force depcllt.lc.rlce oil ali properties reported in thi_;
to,., stJon)+:,a dcpcmictwc for both tenlper',tt'lr+ and field -vhcn paper. The t+naindifference betv,,cell the Jusephson-couplix+_g :tn¢l
cort+p,tred to our mc',t:+tJrczr+cllts.Thi?; result is tile tnain diffl.'tcm:c flu×-rlow models is the ratio Jt/U: it i.'+t_:c+lperattJrc'indcpem.lc+_t iii
v,,ith the ]uS;el;h.,;c,ncouplillg models, for which Jc-U. the Josept+lson-coulfling model, but prol_ortiolml to 1-t fur tI+::

']he ;.tt;()'+'ccomtmri.';ol+s are nc,t sufficient tc, rule out any modified flux creep model 9,10. Our rcstJhs of ll+esame tcmpcJ,alt+_c
t+_echani.';t}+considered for di:i.sipatit+n in 'l'12B,t2CaCtv20 x for t.tlla, dcper_dences of Jc and tj better agree with the Josephson CCml_lin+,.
+)ttr results ir+dicate that the tr:mir,craft+redependences of Jc a.m] U are moclt.+l. The weak field dependence measured f,:>r Jc is butter
the same, favoring tile Josephson-coupliI+g model, l-lt+v,,cver, it rnatcllt:d to the. Joset-I+lson-coupliilg trlc×]el. Although ric>definitive
would be useful to have more spe<if it predictions about tile choice of m(.xtel can be made, tjtc Josephson-cot@ing met:let ag+ce:-;
paratne,.ers fur the flux c'+-eepmodel. In addition, it is possible that at least as well as flux creel:< For ttllc, the qualita ive diffcrer+ce of
the dissipation mcchanistrls for Jc and the resistive tails (through U) the resistive tails and magnetoresistivit:+:s fron. those for tlNa
are different: this is unappealing since they both exhibit the same probably indicates that the mechanism of dissipation could be
Lore_m'-force independence, but, e.g., they could be inter- and different in this orie,tation.
intra-granular Josephson junctions since Jc was not checked in the
single crystal work 3
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